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Achievement Validation 

As you have surely read several times in your klever journey, a knowledge sharing program is more of a 

cultural shift than a project. It is much harder to make knowledge sharing part of what we do every day 

than implementing a new software system or business process. We need to draw on more than a project 

plan to motivate our team to make this cultural change. 

Both cognitive psychology and employee surveys tell us that team members respond very well, if not best, 

to recognition of their achievements. Lots of these achievements are built into your klever journey. How do 

we incorporate recognition of these achievements into our knowledge sharing program? 

Before we talk about specific suggestions for recognizing achievements, here is a short note on individual 

preferences. Not everyone one your team will want public recognition. Some team members would rather 

do any other task than stand up in front of a room to receive an award. This does not mean that they do 

not want their achievements recognized. A private “kudos” in a manager’s office might be equally, if not 

more, effective. Taking these differences into account will make your knowledge sharing program much 

more effective! 

When to recognize 

1. When team breaks a barrier or attains a goal, like reusing more knowledge than they created that week

2. When an individual gains a new “level” of responsibility in the knowledge sharing program—becoming

a coach or being able to publish knowledge directly to customers

3. When a customer give stellar feedback on knowledge reuse

4. When the executive sponsor can’t wait to share the CEO’s reaction to your success

How to recognize 

1. Public recognition in team meetings

2. Private recognition in a manager’s office

3. T-shirts, mugs, or other small signals of proficiency with knowledge sharing practices

4. Team events, like lunches or sporting events

5. Individual rewards, like gift cards to iTunes or a coffee shop

6. Opportunities to do more interesting work, such as coaching

The best knowledge sharing programs recognize both individual and team achievements. In the beginning 

of your knowledge sharing journey, we recommend putting more team recognition in the mixture, as it 

reinforces one of the key concepts of knowledge sharing, that knowledge is owned by everyone. 
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